We're very excited to announce the Intel® Software Student Developer Program! By registering, you will be given access to the following great benefits:
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Artificial Intelligence Workshops
Attend exclusive Intel-sponsored workshops at your university to receive training pertaining to machine and deep learning with Intel® architecture, all from industry experts.

Remote Access
As a participating student of the Intel® Software Student Developer Program, you'll get priority access to remotely hosted clusters of servers running optimized machine learning libraries and frameworks from Intel.

University Clubs
Engage with us through local university clubs for details on events, training with speakers, projects, and more from experts and fellow students.

Student Ambassadors
Looking to partner with Intel? If you're a graduate or Ph.D. level student, contact us to learn more about becoming a potential Student Ambassador. As a student ambassador, you'll receive early access to upcoming products and technologies, expert guidance and sponsorship to publicize your research at industry events.

We look forward to working with you and seeing the amazing contributions you'll make in the dynamic fields of Artificial Intelligence!

Learn more at 
software.intel.com/students-discover-ai

Venue: Main Auditorium GGSIPU